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Please attach additional sheets wherever necessary. Thank you for your time and patience. 
 

 

Name of the organization  

Pudhiyadhor Charitable Trust   

 

Date of establishment   

September 2004  
 

Location    

Chennai  
 

Description of area   

Ramapuram, Besant nagar and Saligramam in Chennai  
    

   

 

Contact person(s)  

Nithya Krishnamoorhty, Ashwini Chidambaram and Chiai Uraguchi   

 

Address   

24 Giri Nagar, Ramapuram, Chennai 600 089 

   

  

 

Phone number    
Office Mobile number +918807607041 

Landline +914422491277 

 

 

Number of children currently enrolled in the project   

29 children from 1st std to 7th std 

 

Current Girl/Boy ratio    

Boy 14: Girl 15 

Current Teacher/student ratio    

Currently (end of June, 2016) there are only two teachers after two teachers resigned in beginning of 

June. One of them needed to go back to her village due to personal matter and another one got a full time 

job. We are working on finding replacements.  
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Over all school attendence percentage   

100% 

  

 

 

Medium of instruction    

Tamil Medium but from this year (June 2016), majority of the children joined English medium. We need 

to find new teachers who can teach all the subject in English  
  

 

Below are some general questions regarding the project. Since your is valuable to us, please make 

your answers as detailed as possible. 
 

 

Details on the school curriculum (please attach additional sheets if necessary) 

Homework support  
Before two teachers resigned, the teachers have individual group of the children according to their 

standard. One teacher takes care of maximum 6 children per group. The teachers study government 

textbook and prepare lesson plans everyday since the homework that the hcildren get from school does 

not allow the children to learn, develop curiocity and thinking and analytical skills but just memorizing 

and copying letters and poems.  

Challenge: major challenge is that the teachers themselves went through the same educational system that 

they often need guidance to make homework support more effective and meaningful. The teachers 

themselves need training to make lesson plans.  

Achievement: previsouly, some teachers gave answers rather than than asking leading questions to the 

chldren to think why they make mistakes. Some of the teachers started understanding the concept of 

teaching and developed patience to ask leading questions if the children get wrong answers.  
 

Academic Support  

Math:  

We have been using Ramanujam Math kits such as blocks, dice, abacus, puzzles etc to teach basic 

Mathematics for the past few years. Previously we have assessed only initial and final assessments but 

with Ramanujam’s support, we started assessing regular lesson wise assessments. For example, if 3rd std 

has 6 lesson per term, we give initial, 6 lesson wise assessments (once a teacher teaches 1st lesson, they 

give 1st lesson wise assessment to see if all the children understood the contents) and final assessment. 

We also give monthly feedback to all the teachers and go through individual progress. We also discuss the 

specific cases of the children who do not show any progress.  
 

Tamil:  

There was slight change in the way of teaching Tamil this year. We did not see much progress by using 

Kattaikuttu based module as a tool to improve their Tamil skills because the teachers need to know the 

method. We also realized that many children do not learn (day dreaming or distracted) much during the 

school hours but they need somebody to go over the lesson with fun activities. The Tamil Government 

Textbook is well designed and most of the lessons are activity based learning (ABL). Nowdays, the 
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teachers study Gov teaxtbook before the new term start and make lesson plans. We also introduced Tamil 

annual exam to identify individual Tamil level.  
 

Extra-curricular activities  
   

Performing Art, Visual art and Sports are three main extra activities that we focus. Theater which comes 

under performing art gives opportunity to all the children to share their experience on certain social topic 

in order the theater resource person to make a scprit. Visual art is used as a tool to build life skills such as 

building friendship. We also give importance to physical activities/sports and yoga to improve their 

concentration, team work, building trust.  
 

Other educational and social lessons 

Field trip: we oragnize field trips to give exposure to the children: e.g., Visiting museum, NGOs etc  

Summer (month of May), September, and Winter camps: There are three camps we organize for the 

children to cotinue having a safe learning space during the school holiday 

Gender session: we organize the gender session during the school holiday (three camps) to give 

awareness of gender equity.  

Child sexual abuse awareness: We educate the children good and bad touch to empower individuals.  
  

Long-term goals of the project (mention any changes you foresee) 

Community support  

Through our regular home visit and meeting with community leaders, we are slowly getting support from 

the community: e.g., the group of drunken people agreed to avoid drinking during the center hours near 

the center. We still need more support to access to public toilet, water, and clean public place in the 

community.  
 

Description of current school facilities (building, equipment etc)   

We use Balwadi space located in the community. There is public toilet located behind the Balwadi center.  
  

How do you need to improve these facilities?  
Toilet is often filthy because all the community use. The children and teachers did awareness program on hygine but 

the change of community behavior is not noticed much.  

  

 

 

 

How do you think the school has improved in the last year? 

 

Level of indivudal care and attention  

We have monthly meeting to go through behavior change, academic progress and other cahnges among 

the childre. The teachers take ownership to design extra lesson plans for those who do not show 

improvement in academics.  
 

Tamil: Total 23 children except 3 UKG children took the annula exam. Total 11 children achieved above 

60%.  
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Math: Total 24 children took initial, several lesson wise assessments (not all of them) and final 

assessment. Total 9 children showed improvement. 18 children got above 70% in each assessment. 
 

 

What are the problems you have faced in the last year?   

Learning difficulty and behavior problem  

The teachers are making effort to be patient in the children’s behaviors. Yet, sometimes, they do not know 

how to handle some cases when the children are very aggressive, slightly mentally challenged (We send 

two children to Ramachandra hospital for psychological screening and identified that they have mild 

mental challenge.) We tie up with psychologists to give monthly training to the teachers.  
 

How would you rate the overall effectiveness of this project over the past year? 

Last year, we rated 60% for the following reasons.  
 

Children: We aimed to make a system to monitor the individual progress. Our plans were 1) having 'Individual 
Care meeting' every month to be aware of their academic progress and behavior changes 2) Give 
psychological care to all the high risk children 3) creating collaborative lesson plans for academically backward 
children and track on their progress. We were able to do 1) but we need to work on documentation and 2).  
 

Teachers: As compared to the last year, many teachers took ownership to run several camps. We were able to 
notice improvement of the teachers qualities such as communication and teaching skills.  
 

Community: We invited social workers from deaddiction center for the sensitization and were able to convince 
two fathers from the community to avail the deaddiction treatment. Yet, we feel that more families are facing the 
similar problems and there is a long way to go to spread awareness on substance abuse and behavioral 
change in the community  
 

This year, we rate 80% due to the improvement of individual areas where we could not achieve last year.  

Children: We reguarly have individual care meeting with the teachers. We also discuss the specific 

interventions and follow up what is working and not working. We tied up with the local psycholigsts for 

any clarification and guidance realted to behavior problems. We have given professional psychological 

care to 5 children out of 20 children. We continue to look for psychotherapist and counsellers.  
 

The teachers create additional lesson plans and monitor their progress by writing notes/report everyday in 

their individual notebook. They also do monthly behavior and skill analysis of indiviedual children.  
 

Teachers: the teachers owership has drastically improved from last year epecailly, all the teachers know 

the children’s streighten and weakness, behaviors, academic levels, family background.  
 

Community: unfortunately, two fathers who availed deaddiction facility dropped out although our home 

visit facilitator who does home visit reguarly and community interface manager made effort.  
 

 

How much longer do you foresee requiring Asha funding, and for what purposes? 

We work with the children and parents directly but our effort need to reach out to their neighbors, 

community leaders, school teachers, youth to establish healthy community where the children will have 

enriched life. Therefore, we will need ASHA’s support until the community needs our services.  
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Current expenditure details   

Full time employee salary, teachers salary, extracurricular class (Resource person fee) Books, electonic 

media, food, transportation, center supplies, teaching kits and aid, field trips, camps, facility maintenance, 

health expenses, teacher training which include inviting professional personnel, transportation, stationary, 

food etc.  
 

Current total income of your project   

None  

Please give us details on the sources and amounts of funding the project receives 

Grant Received from Asha for this project: Rs. 3,00,000 

Individual Contributions Rs. 17,87,953 

Company Match Rs. 7,28,675 

Directly to India Account (ASHA) Rs. 17,50,000 
 

Percentage of funds currently sponsored by Asha.   

45% 

 

Is there any other feedback you would like to provide to Asha?   

We appreciate ASHA’s generous and continuous support to Pudhiyadhor.   

 

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

 


